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We propose preision measurements of the heliity-dependent and heliity indepen-
dent ross setions for the ep→ epγ reation in Deeply Virtual Compton Sattering
(DVCS) kinematis. DVCS saling is obtained in the limits Q2 ≫ Λ2QCD, xBj xed,
and −∆2 = −(q − q′)2 ≪ Q2. We onsider the spei kinemati range Q2 > 2
GeV
2
, W > 2 GeV, and −∆2 ≤ 1 GeV2. We will use our suessful tehnique from
the 5.75 GeV Hall A DVCS experiment (E00-110). With polarized 6.6, 8.8, and 11
GeV beams inident on the liquid hydrogen target, we will detet the sattered ele-
tron in the Hall A HRS-L spetrometer (maximum entral momentum 4.3 GeV/)
and the emitted photon in a slightly expanded PbF2 alorimeter. In general, we will
not detet the reoil proton. The H(e, e′γ)X missing mass resolution is suient to
isolate the exlusive hannel with 3% systemati preision.
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4I. INTRODUCTION
A. Imaging the Nuleus
We have a quantitative understanding of the strong interation proesses at extreme
short distanes in terms of perturbative QCD. We also understand the long distane prop-
erties of hadroni interations in terms of hiral perturbation theory. At the intermediate
sale: the sale of quark onnement and the reation of [ordinary℄ mass we have an under-
standing of numerous observables at about the 20% level from lattie QCD alulations and
semi-phenomenologial models. This is an extremely impressive intelletual ahievement.
However, the questions we have today about nulear physis, are questions at the 1%, or
even 0.1%, level relative to the onnement sale ΛQCD ≈ 300 MeV/. For example, the n-p
mass splitting of 1.3 MeV and the Deuteron binding energy of 2.2 MeV are ≤ 1% eets that
are ruial to the evolution of the universe. The patterns of binding energies of neutron and
proton rih nulei are even smaller eets, and are ruial to the synthesis of elements Z >Fe
in supernovae and other extreme events. It is the QCD dynamis at the distane sale of
1/ΛQCD that gives rise to the origin of mass. To improve our understanding of onnement
and of the origin of mass, we annot rely solely on improvements in theory. We must have
experimental observables of the fundamental degrees of freedom of QCDthe quarks and
gluonsat the distane sale of onnement. The generalized parton distributions (GPDs)
are preisely the neessary observables.
Measurements of eletro-weak form fators determine the spatial struture of harges
and urrents inside the nuleon. However, the resolution sale Q2 is not independent of
the distane sale 1/
√
Q2 probed. Deep inelasti sattering of leptons (DIS) and related
inlusive high p⊥ hadron sattering measure the distributions of quarks and gluons as a
funtion of light one momentum frations, but integrated over spatial oordinates. Ji [1℄,
Radyushkin [2℄, and Müller et al. [3℄, dened a set of light one matrix elements, now
known as GPDs, whih relate the spatial and momentum distributions of the partons. This
allows the exiting possibility of determining spatial distributions of quarks and gluons in
the nuleon as a funtion of their wavelength.
The fatorization proofs [4, 5℄ established that the GPDs are experimentally aessible
through deeply virtual Compton sattering (DVCS) and its interferene with the Bethe-
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Figure 1: Lowest order QED diagrams for the proess ep→ epγ, inluding the DVCS and Bethe-
Heitler (BH) amplitudes. The external momentum four-vetors are dened on the diagram. The
virtual photon momenta are qµ = (k−k′)µ in the DVCS- and ∆µ = (q−q′)µ in the BH-amplitudes.
Heitler (BH) proess (Fig. 1). In addition, the spatial resolution (Q2) of the reation is
independent of the distane sale ≈ 1/√tmin − t probed. Quark-Gluon operators are las-
sied by their twist: the dimension minus spin of eah operator. The handbag amplitude
of Fig. 2 is the lowest twist (twist-2) γ∗p → γp operator. The fatorization proofs onrm
the onnetion between DIS and DVCS. The proofs therefore suggest (but do not establish)
that, just as in DIS, higher twist terms in DVCS will be only a small ontribution to the
ross setions at the Q2 and xBj range aessible with eletrons from 612 GeV.
In the formalism we are using [6℄, the matrix elements of operators of twist-n are Q2
independent (exept for ln(Q2/Λ2QCD) evolution), but all observables of twist-n operators
arry kinemati pre-fators that sale as [(tmin − t)/Q2]n/2, [(−t)/Q2]n/2, or [M2/Q2]n/2.
Diehl et al., [7℄ showed that the twist-2 and twist-3 DVCS-BH interferene terms ould be
independently extrated from the azimuthal-dependene (φγγ, IIA) of the heliity depen-
dent ross setions. Burkardt [8℄ showed that the t-dependene of the GPDs at ξ = 0 is
Fourier onjugate to the transverse spatial distribution of quarks in the innite momentum
frame as a funtion of momentum fration. Ralston and Pire [9℄ and Diehl [10℄ extended
this interpretation to the general ase of ξ 6= 0. Belitsky et al., [11℄ desribe the general
GPDs in terms of quark and gluon Wigner funtions.
These elegant theoretial onepts have stimulated an intense experimental eort in
DVCS. The H1 [12℄ [13℄ and ZEUS [14℄ ollaborations at HERA measured ross setions
for xBj ≈ 2ξ ≈ 10−3. These data are integrated over φγγ and are therefore not sensitive to
the BH·DVCS interferene terms. The CLAS [15℄ and HERMES [16℄ ollaborations mea-
6Figure 2: Leading twist γ∗p→ γp amplitude in the DVCS limit. The initial and nal quarks arry
light-one momentum frations x + ξ and x − ξ of the light-one momenta (1 ± ξ)(p + p′)+ (Eq.
7). The rossed diagram is also inluded in the full DVCS amplitude. The invariant momentum
transfer squared to the proton is t = ∆2.
sured relative beam heliity asymmetries. HERMES has also measured relative beam harge
asymmetries [17, 18℄ and CLAS has measured longitudinal target relative asymmetries [19℄.
The HERA and HERMES results integrate over nal state inelastiities of M2X ≤ 2.9GeV2
(or greater). Relative asymmetries are a ratio of ross setion dierenes divided by a
ross setion sum. In general, these relative asymmetries ontain BH·DVCS interferene
and DVCS
†
DVCS terms in both the numerator and denominator (the beam harge asym-
metry removes the DVCS
†
DVCS terms only from the numerator). Absolute ross setion
measurements are neessary to obtain all DVCS observables.
In Hall A, E00-110[20℄ and E03-106[21℄, we measured absolute ross setions for H(~e, e′γ)p
and D(e, e′γ)pn at xBj = 0.36. The following setion desribes the methods and results of
E00-110. We propose to ontinue this program using the same experimental tehniques,
while taking advantage of the higher beam energy available with CEBAF at 12 GeV.
7B. Review of Hall A DVCS E00-110 Methods and Results
The rst draft publiation of E00-110 an be found in Ref. [22℄. Using a well understood
experimental apparatus, this experiment measured both the unpolarized and polarized ross-
setion of the ~ep→ epγ proess in the Deeply Virtual Compton Sattering (DVCS) regime
at xBj = 0.36 and for Q
2
at 1.5, 1.9, and 2.3 GeV
2
. With eletrons deteted in the HRS-
L, we have an absolute aeptane for eletron detetion understood to 3%, and a preise
measurement of the sattering vertex and the diretion of the virtual photon. DVCS is a
three body nal state, but at high Q2 and low t, the nal photon is highly aligned with the
virtual photon and therefore highly orrelated with the sattered eletron. Thus, even with
a modest alorimeter, our oinidene aeptane for DVCS is essentially limited only by
the eletron spetrometer. As a onsequene, very high values of the produt of luminosity
times oinidene aeptane are possible. The radiation hard PbF2 alorimeter gives a fast
(Cerenkov) time response, and eah hannel is reorded with a 1 GHz digitizer whih allows
o-line identiation of the DVCS photon. The identiation of the exlusive hannel is
illustrated in Fig. 3. In Hall A, our systemati errors are minimized by the ombination of
the Compton polarimeter, the well-understood optis and aeptane of the High Resolution
Spetrometer (HRS), and a ompat, hermeti, alorimeter. All of those fators allowed the
measurements of ross-setions. The high-preision eletron detetion minimizes systemati
errors on t and φγγ . Therefore, we exploit the preision φγγ-dependene to extrat the
ross setion terms whih have the form of a nite Fourier series modulated by the eletron
propagators of the BH amplitude.
The strong point of experiment E00-100 is that we measured absolute ross-setions. For
example, the sin(φ) term (modulated by BH propagators) of the heliity dependent ross
setion measures the interferene of the imaginary part of the twist-2 DVCS amplitude with
the BH amplitude, with a small ontribution from an additional twist-3 bilinear DVCS term.
The Q2-dependene of this term plaes a tight limit on the ontribution of the higher twist
terms to our extration of the handbag amplitude. The unpolarized ross setion is a sum
of the BH ross setion, the real part of the BH·DVCS interferene, and a twist-2 bilinear
DVCS term. The E00-110 results show that the unpolarized ross setion is not entirely
dominated by the BH ross setion, but also has a large ontribution from DVCS. Expliit
twist-3 terms were also extrated from the sin(2φγγ) and cos(2φγγ) dependene of the ross
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Figure 3: Missing mass squared distribution for the H(e, e′γ)X reation, obtained in Hall A in
E00-110. The left plot shows the raw spetrum (after aidental subtration) and the statistial
estimate of the ontribution of ep → eY pi0 events of the type H(e, e′γ)γY . This estimate was
obtained from the ensemble of deteted H(e, e′pi0)Y events, with both photons from the pi0 → γγ
deay deteted in the alorimeter. The right plot shows the H(e, e′γ)X spetrum, after the pi0
subtration.
setions. These ontribute very little to the ross setions.
In the kinemati regime of E00-100, neither the extrated Twist-2 or Twist-3 observables
show any statistially signiant dependene on Q
2
. This provides strong support to the
original theoretial preditions that DVCS saling is based on the same foundation as DIS
saling. We note that in the range 0.2 ≤ xBj ≤ 0.6, both the higher twist terms and
lnQ2/Λ2QCD evolution terms are small in DIS, even for Q
2 ≈ 2 GeV2 [23, 24, 25℄. Thus we
are well on our way to proving the dominane of the leading twist term of the amplitudes
( handbag approximation) where the virtual photon satters o a single parton. This
approximation is a orner stone of the study of the nuleon struture in terms of GPDs.
C. Physis Goals and Proposed DVCS Kinematis
The present proposal annot fully disentangle the spin-avor struture of the GPDs. We
itemize here the measurements we will perform and the physial insights we expet to obtain.
• Measure the ~ep→ epγ ross setions at xed xBj over as wide a range in Q2 as possible
for k ≤ 11 GeV. This will determine with what preision the handbag amplitude
9dominates (or not) over the higher twist amplitudes. More generally, we onsider the
virtual photon at high Q2 as a superposition of a point-like elementary photon and a
`hadroni' photon (qq, vetor mesons) with a typial hadroni transverse size. The Q2
dependene of the DVCS ross setions measures the relative importane of these two
omponents of the photon [26℄.
• Extrat all kinematially independent observables (unpolarized target) for eah Q2,
xBj, t point. These observables are the angular harmoni superposition of Comp-
ton Form Fators (CFFs). As funtions of φγγ, the observable terms are cos(nφγγ)
for n ∈ {0, 1, 2}, and sin(nφγγ) for n ∈ {1, 2}, with additional 1/[J + K cos(φγγ)]
modulations from the eletron propagators of the BH amplitude (II B). Eah of
these ve observables isolates the ℜe or ℑm parts of a distint ombination of linear
(BH ·DV CS†) and bilinear (DV CS ·DV CS†) terms.
• Measure the t-dependene of eah angular harmoni term. The t-dependene of eah
CFF is Fourier-onjugate to the spatial distribution of the orresponding superposition
of quark distributions in the nuleon, as a funtion of quark light-one momentum-
fration. In a single experiment, we annot aess this Fourier transform diretly,
beause we measure a superposition of terms. However, we still expet to observe
hanges in the t-dependene of our observables as a funtion of xBj. In partiular, the
r.m.s. impat parameter of a quark of momentum fration x must diminish as a power
of (1 − x) as x → 1. This is not a small eet, between x = 0.36 and x = 0.6, we
expet a hange in slope (as a funtion of t) of a fator two in individual GPDs.
• Measure the ~ep→ epπ0 ross setion in the same kinematis as DVCS.
This will test the fatorization dominane of meson eletro-prodution. The longi-
tudinal ross setion (d2σL) is the only leading twist (twist-2) term in the eletro-
prodution ross setion. In this experiment, we do not propose Rosenbluth separa-
tions of d2σL from d
2σT . However, as a funtion of Q
2
, the ratio d2σT/d
2σL falls at
least ∝ 1/Q2. Thus the handbag ontribution to d2σL an be extrated, within statis-
tial errors, from a 1/Q2 expansion. The σLT , σTT , and σLT ′ terms will be obtained
from a Fourier deomposition of the azimuthal dependene of the ross setion. These
observables will provide additional onstraints on both the longitudinal and transverse
urrents in pion eletro-prodution.
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Figure 4: Proposed DVCS kinematis for H(e, e′γ)p measurements in Hall A with 3, 4, and 5 pass
beams of CEBAF at 12 GeV. The diamond shapes trae the approximate aeptane of the HRS
in eah setting. The boundary of the unphysial region orresponds to the maximum possible Q2
at a given xBj for 11 GeV. This orresponds to 180
◦
eletron sattering, equivalent to θq = 0
◦
. The
points at E
Beam = 5.75 GeV were obtained in E00-110.
The handbag amplitude of pion eletro-prodution is the onvolution of the axial
GPDs H˜ and E˜ with the pion distribution amplitude (DA) Φpi. For harged pion
eletro-prodution, the E˜ term is expeted to be dominated by the pion-polethis is
the mehanism used to measure the pion form fator in eletro-prodution on the pro-
ton. However, neutral pion eletro-prodution will be dominated by the non-pion-pole
ontributions to H˜ and E˜.
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To study the DVCS proess with CEBAF at 12 GeV, we limit our denition of DVCS to
the following kinemati range for the entral values of our Hall A ongurations:
Q2 ≥ 2GeV2
W 2 ≥ 4GeV2
−t < Q2 (1)
Our proposed kinematis, and the physis onstraints of Eq. 1 are illustrated in Fig. 4. We
propose a Q2 san of the ross setions for three values of xB. Our maximum entral Q
2
of
9 GeV
2
is higher than the Q2 range of the t-distributions of published DVCS ross setions
(integrated over φγγ) from HERA for xBj ≈ 10−3. The beam time estimates for these high
statistis measurements are listed in Table I.
Within the experimental onstraints whih we detail in setion III, our hoie of kine-
matis responds to the physis goals of high beam energy DVCS measurements.
• At eah xBj point, we measure the maximum possible range in Q2. Although our
preliminary data from E00-110 at xBj = 0.36 show no indiation of Q
2
dependene in
the observable ℑm[CI(F)], this ould result from a ompensation of terms of higher
twist and QCD evolution. In this proposal, we will double the range in Q2 at xBj =
0.36, and provide a nearly equal Q2 range at xBj = 0.5 and 0.6.
• Simple kinematis ditates that as the momentum fration x + ξ of the struk quark
goes to 1, its impat parameter b/(1 + ξ) relative to the enter of momentum of the
initial proton must shrink towards zero. Burkardt has disussed the shrinkage of the
proton as x → 1 in the limit ξ = 0. [27, 28℄. The perpendiular momentum transfer
∆⊥ is Fourier onjugate to the impat parameter b. As a funtion of x, the mean
square transverse separation between the struk quark and the enter-of-momentum
of the spetator system is
〈r2⊥〉(x) = 〈b2〉/(1− x)2, (2)
where 〈b2〉 is the mean square impat parameter of the struk quark. Burkardt on-
sidered GPD models of the form
Hf (x, 0, t) = qf(x) exp [at(1− x)n/x] . (3)
12
Q2 k Beam Time Total (Days)
(GeV
2
) (GeV) xBj = 0.36 xBj = 0.50 xBj = 0.6 (Days)
3.0 6.6 3
4.0 8.8 2
4.55 11.0 1
3.1 6.6 5
4.8 8.8 4
6.3 11.0 4
7.2 11.0 7
5.1 8.8 13
6.0 8.8 16
7.7 11.0 13
9.0 11.0 20
TOTAL 6 20 62 88
Table I: Proposed Beam Time as a funtion of (Q2, k, xBj) DVCS kinematis.
The bound that 〈r2⊥〉 remain nite as x→ 1 requires n ≥ 2. On the other hand, n = 1
has been used extensively for modeling GPDs. At x = 0.6, the hoie of n = 1 or
n = 2 hanges the logarithmi slope ∂ lnH/∂t by a fator 2.5. This model illustrates
that without measurements, there are very large unertainties in the behavior of the
GPDs at large x (independent of the t = 0 onstraints), and that measurements will
improve our understanding of the transverse distane sales of the quarks and gluons
inside the proton.
Our spei hoie of kinematis in Fig. 4 and Table I maximizes our range in xBj, while
maintaining measurements as a funtion of Q2 for eah value of xBj.
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II. DVCS OBSERVABLES
A. DVCS Kinematis and Denitions
Fig. 1 denes our kinemati four-vetors for the ep→ epγ reation. The ross setion is
a funtion of the following invariants dened by the eletron sattering kinematis:
se = (k + p)
2 = M2 + 2kM
Q2 = −q2
W 2 = (q + p)2 = M2 +Q2
[
1
xBj
− 1
]
xBj =
Q2
2q · p =
Q2
W 2 −M2 +Q2
y = q · p/k · p. (4)
The DVCS ross setion also depends on variables spei to deeply virtual eletro-
prodution: the DVCS saling variable ξ, the invariant momentum transfer squared t to
the proton,azimuth φγγ of the nal photon around the q-vetor diretion. The DVCS sal-
ing variable ξ is dened in terms of the symmetrized momenta:
ξ =
−q2
q · P
= xBj
1 + t/Q2
2− xBj(1− t/Q2)
→ xBj
2− xBj for |t|/Q
2 << 1 (5)
qµ = (q + q′)µ/2
P µ = (p+ p′)µ.
P 2 = 4M2 − t
t = (p′ − p)2 = ∆2. (6)
In light one oordinates (p+,p⊥, p
−), with p± = (p0 ± pz)/√2, the four-vetors are:
p =
[
(1 + ξ)P+,
−∆⊥
2
,
M2 +∆2⊥/4
2P+(1 + ξ)
]
p′ =
[
(1− ξ)P+, +∆⊥
2
,
M2 +∆2⊥/4
2P+(1− ξ)
]
P =
[
P+, 0,
4M2 − t
2P+
]
. (7)
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In Fig. 1, the initial (nal) quark light one momentum fration is x± ξ of the symmetrized
momentum P and (x± ξ)/(1± ξ) of the initial (nal) proton momentum p+ (p′+).
Our onvention for φγγ is dened as the azimuthal angle in a event-by-event spherial-
polar oordinate system (in the lab):
zˆq = q/|q|
yˆq = [k× k′] /|k× k′|
xˆq = yˆq × zˆq. (8)
tan(φγγ) = (q
′ · yˆq)/ (q′ · xˆq)
= [|q|q′ · (k× k′]/ [q× q′) · (k× k′)] . (9)
The quadrant of φγγ is dened by the signs of (q
′ · yˆq) and (q′ · xˆq) We also utilize the
laboratory angle θγγ between the q-vetor and q
′
-diretions:
cos θγγ = zˆq · q′/|q′|. (10)
The impat parameter b of the light-one matrix element is Fourier onjugate to the ∆⊥,
the momentum transfer perpendiular to the light one diretion dened by P+:
∆2⊥ = (t− tmin)
(1− ξ2)
(1 + ξ2)
(11)
tmin = t(θγγ = 0
◦) =
−4M2ξ2
1− ξ2 ≈
−x2BjM2
[1− xBj(1−M2/Q2)] . (12)
B. DVCS Cross Setion
The following equations reprodue the onsistent expansion of the DVCS ross setion
to order twist-3 of Belitsky, Müller, and Kirhner [6℄. Note that our denition of φγγ agrees
with the Trento-Convention for φ [29℄, and is the denition used in [16℄ and [15℄. Note also
that this azimuth onvention diers from φ
[6℄
dened in [6℄ by φγγ = π−φ
[6℄
. In the following
expressions, we utilize the dierential phase spae element d5Φ = dQ2dxBjdφedtdφγγ. The
heliity-dependent (λ = ±1) ross setion for a lepton of harge ±e on an unpolarized target
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is:
d5σ(λ,±e)
d5Φ
=
dσ0
dQ2dxBj
∣∣T BH(λ)± T DV CS(λ)∣∣2 /|e|6
=
dσ0
dQ2dxBj
[∣∣T BH(λ)∣∣2 + ∣∣T DV CS(λ)∣∣2 ∓ I(λ)] 1
e6
(13)
dσ0
dQ2dxBj
=
α3QED
16π2(se −M2)2xBj
1√
1 + ǫ2
ǫ2 = 4M2x2Bj/Q
2
(14)
The |T BH |2 term is given in [6℄, Eq. 25, and will not be reprodued here, exept to note
that it depends on bilinear ombinations of the ordinary elasti form fators F1(t) and F2(t).
The interferene term I is:
1
e6
I = 1
xBjy3P1(φγγ)P2(φγγ)t
{
cI0 +
3∑
n=1
(−1)n [cIn(λ) cos(nφγγ)− λsIn sin(nφγγ)]
}
.(15)
The (−1)n and (−λ) fators are introdued by our onvention for φγγ, relative to [6℄. The
bilinear DVCS terms have a similar form:
∣∣T DV CS(λ)∣∣2 1
e6
=
1
y2Q2
{
cDVCS0 +
2∑
n=1
(−1)ncDV CSn cos(nφγγ) + λsDVCS1 sin(φγγ)
}
(16)
The Fourier oeients cn and sn will be dened below (Eq. 2127). The c
I
n and s
I
n are
linear in the GPDs, the cDV CSn and s
DV CS
n are bi-linear in the GPDs (and their higher twist
extensions). All of the φγγ-dependene of the ross setion is now expliit in Eq. 15 and 16.
The Pi(φγγ) are the eletron propagators of the BH amplitude:
Q2P1(φγγ) = (k − q′)2
Q2P2(φγγ) = (k′ + q′)2. (17)
After some algebra, the kinemati dependene of the pre-fator of Eq. 15 is more apparent:
1
xBjy3P1(φγγ)P2(φγγ)t =
−(1 + ǫ2)2(se −M2)/t
Q2 (J − 2K cosφγγ) (1 + J + (t/Q2)− 2K cosφγγ) (18)
J =
[
1− y − yǫ
2
2
](
1 +
t
Q2
)
+ (1− xBj) (2− y)
(−t
Q2
)
→
[
1− y − yǫ
2
2
]
as t/Q2 → 0 (19)
K2 =
tmin − t
Q2
(1− xBj)
[
1− y − y
2ǫ2
4
] [√
1 + ǫ2 − xBjW
2
W 2 −M2
(tmin − t)
Q2
]
→ tmin − t
Q2
(1− xBj) [1− y] as t/Q2 → 0 (20)
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The oeient K appears not only in the BH propagators, but also in the kinemati pref-
ators of the Fourier deomposition of the ross setion (see below). For xed Q2 and xBj,
K depends on t as (tmin − t)/Q2.
C. Fourier Coeients and Angular Harmonis
The Fourier oeients cIn and s
I
n of the interferene terms are:
cI0 = −8(2− y)ℜe
{
(2− y)2
1− y K
2CI(F) + t
Q2
(1− y)(1− xBj)
[CI +∆CI] (F)}{
cI1
λsI1
}
= −8K
{
(2− 2y + y2)
−λy(2− y)
}{ ℜe
ℑm
}
CI(F){
cI2
λsI2
}
=
−16K2
2 − xBj
{
(2− y)
−λy
}{ ℜe
ℑm
}
CI(F eff) (21)
The Fourier oeients cI3 , s
I
3 are gluon transversity terms. We expet these to be very small
in our kinematis, though it would be exiting if they generated a measureable signal. The
CI and ∆CI amplitudes are the angular harmoni terms dened in Eqs. 69 and 72 of [6℄ (we
have suppressed the subsript unp sine our measurements are only with an unpolarized
target). These angular harmonis depend on the interferene of the BH amplitude with the
set F = {H, E , H˜, E˜} of twist-2 Compton form fators (CFFs) or the related set F eff of
eetive twist-3 CFFs:
CI(F) = F1(t)H(ξ, t) + ξGM(t)H˜(ξ, t)− t
4M2
F2(t)E(ξ, t) (22)
CI(F eff) = F1(t)Heff(ξ, t) + ξGM(t)H˜eff(ξ, t)− t
4M2
F2(t)E eff(ξ, t) (23)[CI +∆CI] (F) = F1(t)H(ξ, t)− t
4M2
F2(t)E(ξ, t)− ξ2GM(t) [H(ξ, t) + E(ξ, t)] . (24)
Note that
[CI +∆CI] depends only on H and E . The usual proton elasti form fators,
F1, F2 and GM = F1 + F2 are dened to have negative arguments in the spae-like regime.
The Compton form fators are dened in terms of the vetor GPDs H and E, and the axial
vetor GPDs H˜ and E˜. For example (f ∈ {u, d, s}) [6℄:
H(ξ, t) =
∑
f
[ef
e
]2{
iπ [Hf(ξ, ξ, t)−Hf(−ξ, ξ, t)]
+P
∫ +1
−1
dx
[
1
ξ − x −
1
ξ + x
]
Hf(x, ξ, t)
}
. (25)
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Twist-3 CFFs ontain Wandzura-Wilzek terms, determined by the twist-2 matrix elements,
and dynami qGq twist-3 matrix elements. The twist-2 and twist-3 CFFs are matrix elements
of quark-gluon operators and are independent of Q2 (up to logarithmi QCD evolution). The
kinemati suppression of the twist-3 (and higher) terms is expressed in powers of −t/Q2 and
(tmin − t)/Q2 in e.g. the K-fator. This kinemati suppression is also a onsequene of the
fat that the the twist-3 terms ouple to the longitudinal polarization of the virtual photon.
The bilinear DVCS Fourier oeients are:
cDV CS0 = 2(2− 2y + y2)CDV CS(F ,F∗)
 c
DV CS
1
λsDV CS1

 = 8K2− xBj

2− y−λy



ℜeℑm

 CDV CS(F eff ,F∗) (26)
The cDV CS2 oeient is a gluon transversity term.
The DVCS angular harmonis are
CDV CS(F ,F∗) = 1
(2− xBj)2
{
4(1− xBj)
(
HH∗ + H˜H˜∗
)
− x2Bj2ℜe
[
HE∗ + H˜E˜∗
]
−
(
x2Bj + (2− xBj)2
t
4M2
)
EE∗ − x2Bj
t
4M2
E˜ E˜∗
}
. (27)
The twist-3 term CDV CS(F eff ,F∗) has an idential form, with one CFF fator replaed with
the set F eff . The CDV CS(FT ,F∗), appearing with a cos(2φγγ) weighting, also has the same
form as Eq. 27, but now with one set F replaed by the set FT of (twist-2) gluon transversity
Compton form fators.
D. BH·DVCS Interferene and Bilinear DVCS Terms
The BH·DVCS interferene terms are not fully separable from the bilinear DVCS terms.
We analyze the ross setion (e.g. [22℄) in the general form
d5σ
d5Φ
=
d5σBH
d5Φ
+
1
P1(φγγ)P2(φγγ)
∑
n
{
Kcnℜe
[CI,expn ] cos(nφγγ)
+λKsnℑ
[CI,expn ] sin(nφγγ)} (28)
The fators Kcn,sn are the purely kinemati pre-fators dened in Eqs. 1321. The experi-
mental oeients ℜe,ℑmCI,expn inlude ontributions from the bilinear DVCS terms, that
mix into dierent orders in cos(nφ) or sin(nφ) due to the absene of the BH propagators
P1P2 in the DVCS2 ross setion.
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From Eq. 18, 15, and 16, we obtain the generi enhanement of the interferene terms
over the DVCS
†
DVCS terms (of the same order in sin(nφγγ) or cos(nφγγ)):∣∣∣∣ BH ·DV CSDV CS†DV CS
∣∣∣∣ ∝ y2(se −M2)−t . (29)
In eah setting (xBj, Q
2) setting, for eah bin in t, we therefore have the following exper-
imental Twist-2 DVCS observables
ℑm[CI,exp(F)] = ℑm[CI(F)] + 〈ηs1〉ℑm[CDV CS(F∗,F eff)] (30)
ℜe{[C +∆C]I,exp(F)} = ℜe{[CI +∆CI ](F)}+ 〈η0〉 ℜe [CDVCS(F∗,F)] (31)
ℜe{CI,exp(F)} = ℜe{CI(F)}+ 〈ηc1〉 ℜe{CDVCS(F∗,F)} . (32)
The oeients 〈ηΛ〉 are the aeptane averaged ratios of the kinemati oeients of the
bilinear DVCS terms to the BH·DVCS terms. In addition, we have the experimental Twist-3
DVCS observables:
ℑm[CI,exp(F eff)] = ℑm[CI(F eff)] + 〈ηs2〉ℑm[CDV CS(F∗,F eff))] (33)
ℜe[CI,exp(F eff)] = ℜe[CI(F eff)] + 〈ηc2〉ℜe[CDV CS(F∗,F eff)]. (34)
The values of the ηΛ oeients in the E00-110 kinematis are summarized in Table II.
They are small, though they grow with |t|. The bilinear term in Eq. 30 is a Twist-3 observ-
able, therefore the oeient 〈ηs1〉 will derease as 1/
√
Q2. Based on the values of Table II,
and using our results in E00-110 to estimate ℑm[CDV CS(F∗,F eff))], we onlude that the
bilinear term likely makes less than a 10% ontribution to ℑm[CIexp(F)]. In any ase, any
omparison of the experimental results with model alulations, or t of model GPDs to the
observables, must inlude the bilinear terms, with the experimental values of 〈ηΛ〉.
III. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT APPARATUS
This proposal is based diretly on the experiene of E00-110. We present a sketh of the
DVCS layout in Hall A in Fig. 5. We use the standard 15 m liquid hydrogen target. We
detet the eletrons in the HRS-L and photons (and π0 → γγ) in a PbF2 alorimeter at
beam right. We note in Fig. 5 the modied sattering hamber from E00-110 and a new
modied downstream beam pipe. The sattering hamber is 63 m in radius, with a 1 m Al
spherial wall faing the PbF2 alorimeter and a thin window (16 mil Al) faing the HRS-L.
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The HRS-Left (HRS-L) limits the entral values of the sattered eletron momentum to
k′ ≤ 4.3GeV/c,
θe ≥ 12.5◦. (35)
As detailed in setion III C, to handle both the instantaneous pile-up and integrated radiation
dose in the alorimeter, we limit the plaement of the alorimeter to
θminPbF2 ≥ 7◦. (36)
At the same time, to ensure adequate azimuthal overage in φγγ, we limit the plaement of
the alorimeter
θq ≥ 10◦. (37)
The following subsetions detail our tehnial solutions, and demonstrate that these teh-
nial onstraints do not limit the physis sope of this proposal.
A. High Resolution Spetrometer
Our proposed kinematis, and the physis onstraints of Eq. 1 are illustrated in Fig. 4.
The individual beam energies are illustrated in Fig. 6, with the HRS onstraints (Eq. 35)
superimposed. We note the following points with regard to the HRS and alorimeter (Eq. 37)
onstraints:
• The HRS onstraints have no eet for Q2 > 2 GeV2 at k = 6.6 GeV.
Table II: Weighting fators of bilinear DVCS terms for BH·DVCS observables in E00-110.
t (GeV2) −0.37 −0.33 −0.27 −0.23 −0.17
〈ηs1〉 -0.0142 -0.0120 -0.0099 -0.0080 -0.0060
〈ηs2〉 -0.048 -0.042 -0.036 -0.030 -0.023
〈ηc1〉 -0.050 -0.048 -0.038 -0.033 -0.026
〈η0〉 +0.015 +0.024 +0.031 +0.039 +0.045
〈ηc2〉 -0.038 -0.030 -0.022 -0.014 -0.010
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at 3.00 M
Figure 5: Hall A layout for DVCS with CEBAF at 12 GeV. The sattering hamber is idential to
the E00-110 hamber, with a midplane 63 m radius spherial setion with 1 m Al wall thikness,
and a 16 mil Al window faing the HRS L. We propose a onial downstream beam pipe, with
half-opening angle of 6 degrees on beam-right, and length 3m. The drawing shows the expanded
PbF2 alorimeter at beam-right, in the losest and farthest ongurations: front fae 150 m and
300 m, respetively, from target enter. The alorimeter is shown in its smallest angle setting
(inner edge at 7◦).
• At k = 8.8 and 11 GeV, primarily the k < 4.3 GeV onstraint removes roughly the
lower half of the Q2 range at eah xBj. This Q
2
range for eah xBj is overed by the
lower beam energies.
• Aording to the Base Equipment plan for CEBAF, the three Halls A, B, C, when
running simultaneously, must operate at dierent multiples of 2.2 GeV.
• The small angle alorimeter ut of θq > 10◦ removes the very highest physially allowed
Q2 values at eah xBj.
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Table III: Detailed DVCS Kinematis. The rst line is from E00-110, and is inluded for omparison
purposes. The angle θq is the entral angle of the virtual photon diretion q = (k − k′).
Q2 xBj k k
′ θe θq q
′(0◦) W 2
(GeV
2
) (GeV) (GeV) (◦) (◦) (GeV) (GeV2)
1.90 0.36 5.75 2.94 19.3 18.1 2.73 4.2
3.00 0.36 6.60 2.15 26.5 11.7 4.35 6.2
4.00 0.36 8.80 2.88 22.9 10.3 5.83 8.0
4.55 0.36 11.00 4.26 17.9 10.8 6.65 9.0
3.10 0.50 6.60 3.20 22.5 18.5 3.11 4.1
4.80 0.50 8.80 3.68 22.2 14.5 4.91 5.7
6.30 0.50 11.00 4.29 21.1 12.4 6.50 7.2
7.20 0.50 11.00 3.32 25.6 10.2 7.46 8.1
5.10 0.60 8.80 4.27 21.2 17.8 4.18 4.3
6.00 0.60 8.80 3.47 25.6 14.1 4.97 4.9
7.70 0.60 11.00 4.16 23.6 13.1 6.47 6.0
9.00 0.60 11.00 3.00 30.2 10.2 7.62 6.9
• All of the onstraints prevent us from kinematis for xBj ≤ 0.2.
• Kinematis at xBj = 0.7 are allowed at k = 8.8 and 11 GeV. At this time, it is very
diult to make reliable estimates of the DVCS signal at this extreme xBj, and we do
not inlude these kinematis in our proposal.
The detailed kinematis are summarized in Table III.
The HRS performane is entral to this experiment. One we make a seletion of ex-
lusive H(e, e′γ)p events, the resolution in t = (q − q′)2 is determined by approximately
equal ontributions from the HRS momentum resolution and the angular preision of the
diretion qˆ′. The resolution on the diretion of q′ has equal ontributions from the position
resolution in the alorimeter and the vertex resolution, as obtained from the spetrometer.
The ombination of preise aeptane, kinemati, and vertex resolution in the HRS makes
it possible to make preision extrations of the DVCS observables.
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Figure 6: Proposed DVCS entral kinematis for H(e, e′γ)p measurements in Hall A with 6.6,
8.8, and 11 GeV inident beam. The experimental onstraints of Eq. 35,37 are indiated. Eah
experimental point is the enter of one of the 'diamond' regions of Fig. 4.
B. Beam Line
In E00-110 and E03-106, with the front fae of the alorimeter 1.10 m from target enter,
we had a 6 diameter ylindrial beam pipe, welded diretly to the sattering hamber. This
aperture orresponds to roughly a 6◦ half-opening angle from target enter. We require
plaing the alorimeter at distanes from 1.5 m to 3.0 m from the target (§III C). To avoid
exess alorimeter bakground generated by seondaries striking the beam pipe, we propose
a thin walled (1/8 Al) onial beam pipe, welded to the same aperture. The one must
be slightly o-axis, to prevent an interferene with HRS-Q1 at the minimum spetrometer
angle setting of 18◦ (Table III), while at the same time preserving a full 6◦ aperture on
Beam-right. The one should be 3.0 m long, to ontinue downstream of the alorimeter.
This will require moving or replaing a gate valve and pumping station.
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C. PbF2 Calorimeter
Table IV: Properties of PbF2.
Density 7.77 g/m
3
Radiation Length 0.93 m
Molière Radius 2.20 m
Index of Refration (λ = 180 nm) 2.05
(λ = 400 nm) 1.82
Critial Energy 9.04 MeV
We will detet the sattered photon in a 13 × 16 element PbF2 alorimeter. This is the
existing 11 × 12 E00-110 alorimeter, with 76 additional elements. Eah blok is 3 × 3
m
2× 20X0. The additional bloks will add two more rows on the top and bottom, and two
olumns on the wide angle side. The properties of PbF2 are summarized in Table IV. The
important design onsiderations for DVCS are as follows.
• PbF2 is a radiation hard pure Cerenkov rystal medium [30℄;
• With no sintillation light[31℄, the alorimeter signal is insensitive to low energy nulear
partiles, and the pulse rise and fall time is determined only by geometry and the
response of the PMT. This allows us to use the 1GHz Analog Ring Sampler (ARS)
digitizer[32℄ to minimize pileup.
• The high luminosity of this proposal requires fast response PMTs operated at low
gain and apaitively oupled to a pre-amplier. The low gain redues the DC anode
urrent. The apaitive oupling removes the average pile-up from low energy γ-rays.
• The small Molière radius (2.2 m) allows us to separate losely spae showers from π0
deay, and minimize shower leakage at the boundary.
• The short radiation length minimizes utuations in light olletion from utuations
in the longitudinal prole of the shower.
• The low value 9 MeV of the ritial energy (roughly the energy threshold for whih
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bremsstrahlung energy loss exeeds ionization loss for eletrons) also improves the
resolution e.g. relative to Pb-Glass.
• In E00-110, we obtained a signal of 1 photo-eletron per MeV of deposited energy in
the E.M. shower, and a energy resolution of 2.4% from elasti H(e, e′
CalopHRS) ele-
tron of 4.2 GeV. For our simulations, we projet a resolution of σE/E = 2.0% ⊕
(3.2%)
√
(1GeV)/q′. We also ahieved a spatial resolution of 2 mm at 4.2 GeV. From
the ombination of energy and spatial resolution, we obtained a π0 → γγ mass reso-
lution of 9 MeV.
The size, granularity, and position of the alorimeter must aommodate the following on-
straints:
1. Nearly 2π azimuthal photon aeptane for |∆⊥| < 0.6 GeV/. independent of the
entral kinematis. The angular size required therefore shrinks as ∆max⊥ /q
′(0◦).
2. Good separation of the two lusters from the π0 → γγ deay, in order to measure
the H(e, e′π0)p reation. For π0 → γγ reonstrution, we require a enter to enter
separation of 3 PbF2 bloks, or 9 m. In high energy DVCS or deep virtual π
0
kine-
matis, q′DVCS ≈ Epi. In this limit, the minimum half opening angle of the π0 → γγ
deay is θpiγ ≥ mpi/q′. The minimum distane of the alorimeter from the target,
based on the luster separation requirement is given as the D parameter in Table I.
Furthermore, 50% of the π0 deay events yield both photons within a half angle one
of θpiγ ≤ (
√
3/2)(mpi/q
′).
3. Maximum distane from target to minimize pile-up and radiation dose per blok at
xed luminosity.
Item 2 requires us to inrease D in proportion to q′. However, from item 1 we see that
the aeptane is ∆⊥ remains invariant. The solid angle per PbF2 blok at the distane D
determines the maximum feasible luminosity for eah setting. Therefore item 3 allows us to
inrease the luminosity in proportion to D2 ∝ q′ 2.
We will alibrate the entral bloks of the alorimeter via elasti H(e, e′
CalopHRS) mea-
surements We antiipate three sequenes of elasti measurements of one day eah at the
beginning, middle, and end of eah sheduled period of running time. We will then ross
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alibrate all of the bloks and maintain a ontinuous monitor of the alibration with the π0
mass reonstrution from H(e, e′π0)X events. We antiipate suient statistis to obtain
an independent alibration from eah day of running. The elasti alibrations also serve to
verify the geometrial surveys of the spetrometer and alorimeter.
D. Luminosity Limits and Optial Curing of Calorimeter
In E03-106, we took D(e, e′γ)X data at a maximum luminosity (per nuleon) of 4 ·
1037/m2/s, with the front fae of the PbF2 alorimeter at 110 m from the target enter.
We did not obtain any degradation of resolution in the alorimeter from pileup of signals.
During the entire 80 day run of E00-110 and E03-106, we delivered a total of 12 C to the
15 m liquid Hydrogen and Deuterium targets. We performed absolute alibrations of the
alorimeter with elasti H(e, e′CalopHRS) events at the beginning and end of data taking. We
observed up to 20% derease in signal amplitude in individual bloks, without observable
loss in missing mass resolution after realibration. Custom pre-ampliers were used to keep
the PMT anode urrent small. Therefore the loss of amplitude is attributed to degradation
of the transmission properties of the bloks, and not to degradation of the photo-athodes
of the PMTs. Independent numerial[33℄ and analyti simulations indiate that below 10
degrees, the radiation dose to the alorimeter is dominated by Møller eletrons (and related
bremsstrahlung). Beyond 20 degrees, the dominant bakground arises from deay photons
from inlusive π0 photo-prodution. The simulations also indiate that from 7.5 to 11.5
degrees, the radiation dose diminishes by a fator 5. On this basis, we onlude that roughly
50% of the radiation dose reeived by the small angle bloks of the alorimeter ourred when
the small angle edge of the alorimeter was at 7◦. This is the same minimum angle we will
use in the present proposal.
Ahenbah et al. studied the radiation damage and optial uring of PbF2 rystals[34℄.
They found the radiation damage to be linear for doses up to 8 KGy (from a
60
Co soure).
For a dose of 1 KGy, they observed a loss of 25% in transmission for blue light of λ = 400
nm. They also obtained good results for uring the radiation damage by exposure to blue
light. The front fae of the 1000 element A4 array was exposed for 17 hours to a Hg(Ar)
penil lamp (ltered to pass only λ > 365 nm) at a distane of 50 m (intensity on the
alorimeter surfae of 2µW/m2). The transmission of 400 nm and 330 nm light returned
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to 100% and 97%, respetively, of its initial value.
At this stage, it is not possible to ompare the absolute dose in our simulations with
the dose reorded in the MAMI-A4 trials. The A4 dose is reorded as a volumetri dose
(1Gy = 1Joule/kg) yet the gamma rays from
60
Co are predominantly absorbed in a layer
of thikness 1/10 the transverse size of the rystals. The radiation dose in Hall A during a
DVCS experiment is primarily from photons and eletrons 501000 MeV. Thus we onsider
the absolute sale of dose omparison to be unertain by a fator of 10. Instead, we normalize
the future radiation damage of the alorimeter to the maximum value for the frational signal
attenuation per integrated luminosity obtained in onditions during E00-110 and E03-106
that were nearly idential our proposed onguration. We utilize the studies from MAMI-A4
to determine that a radiation-dose indued attenuation of up to 25% (λ = 400 nm) an be
ured (to within 1%) with a 17 hour exposure to blue light. This uring must be followed
by several dark hours to allow the phosphoresene of the PMT photo-athodes to deay.
Pile-up within the 20 ns analysis window of the pulse shape analysis of the PbF2 signals
will limit our instantaneous luminosity. Based on our previous experiene we an operate
at an instantaneous luminosity times aeptane per PbF2 blok of
L(D) =
[
(4.0 · 1037)
cm2 · s
] [
D
(110 cm)
]2
. (38)
with D the distane from target to alorimeter. Our projeted ount rates and beam times
are based on this luminosity as a funtion of the kinemati setting.
We plan to use blue light uring of the bloks every time the signal attenuation reahes
20%. For those settings with the minimum edge of the alorimeter θminCalo equal to 7
◦
, this
orresponds to 5 days of running at the luminosity of Eq. 38. We will use the π0 → γγ mass
resolution from both single arm H(e, π0)Y (presaled) and oinidene H(e, e′π0)X events
to monitor the light yields in the PbF2 array. At larger alorimeter angle settings, the time
between uring will be orrespondingly longer. We estimate a total of 1012 uring days
during the experiment (in addition to the running time).
E. Trigger
The eletron detetor stak in the HRS will be the standard onguration of VDC I and
II, segmented S1 and S2, gas Cerenkov, and Pb-Glass alorimeter. The Cerenkov (Cˇer) and
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Pb-Glass provide redundant eletron identiation in the o-line analysis. The main HRS
trigger is
HRS = [∪i,j(S1Ri ∩ S1Li) ∩ (S2Rj ∩ S2Lj)] ∩ Cˇer. (39)
This requires a oinidene between the PMTs at the two ends of at least one sintillator
paddle in eah of S1 and S2. In addition, we require a oinidene with the Cerenkov
ounter. Supplementary presaled triggers with either S1, S2, or Cˇer removed from the
oinidene will monitor the eieny of eah trigger detetor.
In addition to the HRS eletron trigger, we will upgrade our present oinidene
validation/fast-lear logi. The alorimeter signals are ontinuously reorded by the 128
sample ⊗ 1GHz ARS [20, 32℄ array. This array is digitized, at a slower rate, following a trig-
ger validation. For eah HRS trigger, we stop the ARS sampling, and trigger a Sample and
Hold (SH) iruit, that is oupled to the alorimeter signals via a high impedane input (in
the future, we may replae this with a pipeline ADC). The SH signals are digitized and then
in a eld programmable gate array (FPGA), we will form the following trigger validation
signals.
1. A validation of the HRS-eletron trigger, based on deteting at least one 2× 2 luster
above a programmable threshold EThγ .
2. A π0 trigger based on deteting at least two separated 2×2 lusters, with eah luster
above a programmable threshold E1 and the sum of the two lusters above a pro-
grammable threshold Epi. This trigger will selet andidate H(e, e
′π0)X events.
If a valid signal is found, the ARS array is digitized and reorded (together with the HRS
signals). If the HRS trigger is not validated by the alorimeter signals, a fast lear is
issued to the ARS array, no digitization ours, and aquisition resumes. During E00-110,
the SH/Fast-lear yle took 500 ns. With upgrades to the FPGA, we an shorten this
deadtime by a fator of two. In addition, upgrades to the VME standard will allow us to
inrease the total bandwidth of data aquisition for this proposal.
IV. PROJECTED RESULTS
The detailed (e, e′) kinematis, alorimeter onguration, H(e, e′γ)X missing mass reso-
lution in M2X , ount-rates, and beam time are summarized in Table V. The beam time is
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Table V: Experimental Conditions for DVCS. For eah (Q2, k, xBj) setting, we present: Maximum
photon energy q′(0◦); Calorimeter distane D; Virtual photon diretion θq; Angle θ
min
calo of the edge
of the alorimeter, relative to the beam line; Kinemati minimum |tmin| and upper bound |tmax|
for approximately full aeptane in φγγ ; Resolution σ(M
2
X ) in H(e, e
′γ)X missing mass squared;
Luminosity L; H(e, e)X inlusive trigger rate, H(e, e′γ)p exlusive DVCS ount rate. The beam
time is alulated to obtain an estimated 250K events at eah setting, or at least 40,000 events
per bin in tmin − t. The distane D of the front fae of the alorimeter from the target enter
is optimized for the separation of the lusters from pi0 → γγ deay (setion III C). The intrinsi
missing mass resolution in E00-110 is σ(M2X) = 0.20 GeV
2
. The luminosity is determined by the
maximum rate allowed by pileup in the alorimeter. This luminosity is proportional to D2 (§IIID).
Q2 k xBj q
′(0◦) D θq θ
min
calo tmin tmax σ(M
2
X) L/1038 HRS DVCS Time
(GeV
2
) (GeV) (GeV) (m) (deg) (deg) (GeV
2
) (GeV
2
) (GeV
2
) (m
−2
/s) (Hz) (Hz) (days)
3.0 6.6 0.36 4.35 1.5 11.7 7.1 -0.16 -0.42 0.23 0.75 479 1.16 3
4.0 8.8 0.36 5.83 2.0 10.3 7.0 -0.17 -0.42 0.26 1.3 842 1.74 2
4.55 11.0 0.36 6.65 2.5 10.8 7.0 -0.17 -0.42 0.27 2 2460 4.63 1
3.1 6.6 0.5 3.11 1.5 18.5 11.0 -0.37 -0.64 0.17 0.75 873 0.77 5
4.8 8.8 0.5 4.91 2.0 14.5 8.9 -0.39 -0.70 0.20 1.3 716 0.82 4
6.3 11.0 0.5 6.50 2.5 12.4 7.9 -0.40 -0.72 0.20 2. 778 0.99 4
7.2 11.0 0.5 7.46 2.5 10.2 7.0 -0.40 -0.75 0.25 2. 331 0.53 7
5.1 8.8 0.6 4.18 1.5 17.8 10.4 -0.65 -1.06 0.16 0.75 338 0.27 13
6.0 8.8 0.6 4.97 2.0 14.8 9.2 -0.67 -1.05 0.18 1.3 227 0.22 16
7.7 11.0 0.6 6.47 2.5 13.1 8.6 -0.69 -1.10 0.20 2. 274 0.28 13
9.0 11.0 0.6 7.62 3.0 10.2 7.3 -0.71 -1.14 0.22 3. 117 0.17 20
hosen to give a total statistis of 250K events per (xBj, Q
2) setting.
A. Systemati (Instrumental) Errors
Table VI shows the main systemati errors on the ross-setions extration during esti-
mation of those errors for the proposed experiment. The main improvements of the errors
are due to :
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- The beam polarization measurements: the upgrade of the Compton polarimeter along
the Hall A beam line will redue the relative preision ∆P/P from 2% to 1%. The
average beam polarization for E00-110 was 75% and is expeted to be 85% for the
proposed experiment.
- Drift hamber multi-traks : the number of events for whih multiple traks are re-
onstruted in the foal plane of the HRS is proportional to the single rates. Multiple
traks events are disarded during the analysis and the live time of the experiment
orreted aordingly. Beause the proposed experiment is measured deeper in the
DIS region, we expet that the orretion will be smaller as well as its unertainty.
- π0 subtration : the limitation on the preision of the orretion for E00-110 was both
statistial and limited by the kinematial range of the reorded π0 events. For the
proposed experiment, we plan to improve the trigger suh that more π0 events are
reorded. A speial trigger with lower threshold but the requirement of two lusters
being above it, will be implemented.
- e(p,e'γ)πN ontamination : the missing mass squared resolution is the key ingredient
for this ontamination. The proposed estimation takes into aount the variation of
this resolution for the new kinematis.
The systemati errors in Table VI are summarized separately for the ross setion sum
d−→σ + d←−σ , and for the ross setion dierene d−→σ − d←−σ .
B. Statistis
Fig. 79 show aeptane, ounting statistis, and ross setion distributions for spei
(xBj, Q
2) kinematis. In eah gure, we present the ross setion weighted aeptane dis-
tribution of a basi set of kinemati variables in the upper left panel. The entral plot of
this panel is the H(e, e′γ)X missing mass squared M2X distribution for simulated exlusive
events. The blue urve is a simulation for E00-110. The missing mass resolution σ(M2X) for
eah setting is tabulated in Table V. For E00-110, the resolution is σ(M2X) = 0.20 GeV
2
. In
the lower right kinemati plot, The green retangle is the duial surfae of 11 × 14 bloks
of the alorimeter (we require the entroid of EM shower to be a a minimum of of
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Type Relative errors (%)
E00-110 proposed
Luminosity target length and beam harge 1 1
HRS-Calorimeter Drift hamber multi-traks 1.5 1
Aeptane 2 2
Trigger dead-time 0.1 0.1
DVCS seletion pi0 subtration 3 1
e(p,e'γ)piN ontamination 2 3
radiative orretions 2 1
Total ross setion sum 4.9 4.1
Beam Polarization ∆P/P 2 1
Total ross setion dierene 5.3 4.2
Table VI: Relative systemati error budget for E00-110 and for the proposed experiment.
blok from the alorimeter edge). The points in red on this plot show the distribution of
diretions of the q-vetor. The upper right panel of the gures shows the ounting statistis
(heliity sum and heliity dierene) as funtions of φγγ for ve bins in t. As −t inreases
from left to right, the simulation shows the gradual loss of aeptane for φγγ near 0
◦
, due
to the o-entered alorimeter. The bottom right panel shows the projeted heliity sum
and heliity dierene ross setions, with statistial errors, in the same bins in t and φγγ.
The statistis are for the projeted beam time of this proposal. These estimates were made
with our simulation ode TCHIB. The ross setion model for these estimates is desribed
in IVC.
With 250K events in eah (xBj, Q
2) setting, we obtain a high preision determination of
all the observables detailed in the Setion IID.
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Figure 7: DVCS Distributions for setting
k = 11 GeV, Q2 = 9 GeV2, xBj = 0.6.
Top Left: Cross setion weighted aeptane
distributions.
Top Right: Heliity sum and heliity dier-
ene projeted ounts as a funtion of φγγ in
ve bins in t.
Bottom Right: Heliity sum and heliity dif-
ferene projeted ross setions, with statis-
tial unertainties, as funtions of φγγ in the
same bins in t.
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Figure 8: DVCS Distributions for setting
k = 8.8 GeV, Q2 = 4.8 GeV2, xBj = 0.5.
Top Left: Cross setion weighted aeptane
distributions.
Top Right: Heliity sum and heliity dier-
ene projeted ounts as a funtion of φγγ in
ve bins in t.
Bottom Right: Heliity sum and heliity dif-
ferene projeted ross setions, with statis-
tial unertainties, as funtions of φγγ in the
same bins in t.
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Figure 9: DVCS Distributions for setting
k = 6.6 GeV, Q2 = 3.0 GeV2, xBj = 0.36.
Top Left: Cross setion weighted aeptane
distributions.
Top Right: Heliity sum and heliity dier-
ene projeted ounts as a funtion of φγγ in
ve bins in t.
Bottom Right: Heliity sum and heliity dif-
ferene projeted ross setions, with statis-
tial unertainties, as funtions of φγγ in the
same bins in t.
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C. Illustration of Prospetive Physis
In eah setting (xBj, Q
2) setting, we will extrat in the t-bins dened in Fig. 79, the
experimental Twist-2 and Twist-3 BH·DVCS interferene observables dened in Setion. IID.
In addition, we will obtain upper bounds on the gluon transversity terms cos(3φγγ) and
sin(3φγγ).
We illustrate the possible xBj-dependene of the Twist-2 oeients in Fig. 10. The
prinipal-value integrals in the ℜeCI and ℜe∆CI must hange sign somewhere in the range
0 ≤ ξ < 1. In Fig. 11, we present the impat on ℑm[CI ] of the DGLAP evolution of
H(x, ξ, t;Q2) in the VGG model [35, 36, 37℄. The VGG model uses the double distributions
for H :
Hf(x, ξ, t) =
∫
dβdαδ(x− β − αξ)Ff(β, α, t) (40)
Ff (β, α, t) = h(β, α)qf(β)/β
α′t
(41)
h(β, α) = C(b)
[
(1− |β|)2 − α2]b/(1− |β|)2b+1 (42)
The limits of integration in Eq. 40, and the normalization onstant C(b) are dened in
[36℄. In these illustrative plots, we have taken the prole parameter b = 1 and the Regge
parameter α′ = 0.8 GeV−2. A similar form is used for H˜, with qf (β) replaed with ∆qf (β).
We also set E = 0 in these gures. For our ount rate estimates in the previous setion,
we have used the fatorized ansatz whih is obtained in the b → ∞ limit. In Fig. 11,
the DGLAP evolution is applied only to the parton distributions qf(β). We note that
the experimental ontribution of the Twist-3 term 〈η1〉ℑm[CDVCS1 ] (Eq. 30) will derease in
proportion to 1/
√
Q2. At the same time, higher twist ontributions in ℑm[CI ] will derease
in proportion to 1/Q2 (or higher powers). Thus it should be possible to extrat the Twist-2
and Twist-3 ontributions from the Q2-dependene, with only a small model dependene
from the distint QCD evolution of the three ontributing GPDs.
Fig. 12 illustrates the t-dependene of ℑmCI(F), plotted here as a funtion of t
min − t
for our three values of xBj. The t-dependene of this observable is the bilinear ombination
of the Compton form fators with the proton form fators in the BH amplitude.
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Figure 10: The three Twist-2 observables, as funtions of xBj at tmin − t = 0.3 GeV2. The model
is from VGG [35, 36, 37℄.
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Figure 11: QCD evolution of CI , as obtained from DGLAP evolution of H(x, ξ, t;Q2) in the VGG
model [35, 36, 37℄.
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Figure 12: Dependene of ℑmCI(F) as a funtion of t
min − t for the three values of xBj of this
proposal at onstant Q2. The urves are obtained from the ontributions of H(x, ξ, t) and H˜(x, ξ, t)
in the VGG model [35, 36, 37℄.
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V. SUMMARY
With a high preision spetrometer, and a ompat, hermeti high-performane alorime-
ter in Hall A, we an obtain high statistis absolute measurements of ~ep→ epγ ross setions
in a wide DVCS kinemati domain with CEBAF at 12 GeV. We expet to obtain preision
measurements of three Twist-2 DVCS observables and two Twist-3 DVCS observables. The
Q2 dependene will provide stringent tests of the fatorization theorem, and quantify the
ontribution of higher twist terms (whih an be modelled as the hadroni ontent of the
photon). The t-dependene as a funtion of xBj (or ξ) of the observables will provide our
rst study of transverse prole of the proton as a funtion of quark light-one momentum
fration. We note that in this kinemati region, models suh as the VGG model presented
in IVC must be onsidered unertain by at least a fator of two. Our separations of the
ℜe and ℑm parts of the DVCS observables will provide a alibration for present and future
measurements of relative asymmetries. Through the priniple value integrals, the ℜe part
provides aess to regions of (x, ξ)-spae that are not diretly aessible via the ℑm part of
the GPDs. The ℑm part observables restrit the GPDs to the sum of the points x = ±ξ.
We will obtain preision measurements of the σL+σT /ǫL, σLT , σTT and σLT ′ ross setions
of neutral pion eletro-prodution H(e, e′π0)p. The fator ǫL is the degree of longitudinal
polarization of the virtual photon.. The transverse ross setion σT is expeted to fall faster
with Q2 (by one power of 1/Q2) than the leading twist term in the longitudinal ross setion
dσL. Therefore, from the Q
2
dependene of the H(e, e′π0)p ross setion, we an extrat the
leading twist (handbag) ontribution to this proess.
We require 88 days of prodution running, with an antiipated additional 12 days inter-
laed for optial uring of the alorimeter. This will provide a major survey of proton DVCS
in almost the entire kinemati range aessible with CEBAF at 12 GeV.
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Appendix A: CONTRIBUTIONS TO HALL A EQUIPMENT FOR 11 GEV
Our ommittments to the Hall A Base Equipment are detailed in Table VII. The ollab-
oration will also seek additional funds for the upgrade to the alorimeter and beam line.
Table VII: Contributions of DVCS Collaboration to Hall A Base Equipment
Institution Funding Soure Projet Desription Equipment
LPC-Clermont-Ferrand IN2P3-CNRS Compton Polarimeter: $125K
HRS Trigger Eletronis $39K
Tehnial Manpower for Base Equipment (months)
LPC-Clermont-Ferrand IN2P3-CNRS Compton Polarimeter:
E ngineer . 24
T ehniian 24
P hysiist . 12
HRS Trigger Eletronis
E ngineer . 6
T ehniian 6
Old Dominion U. DOE HRS DAQ Faulty 4
(ongoing grant) PostDo 12
Appendix B: PREPARATION OF EXTENSIONS
We are atively preparing a number of extensions of this proposal, whih will lead to a
omprehensive program of measurements exploiting the unique apabilities of Hall A.
1. Deuterium
We urrently have preliminary quasi-free and oherent DVCS data from Hall A E03-
106 in the hannels D(e, e′γ)pn⊕ D(e, e′γ)D. These two hannels are (partially) separated
experimentally by the dierential reoil of the oherent deuteron. In a plot ofM2X , alulated
for H(e, e′γ)p kinematis, the oherent Deuteron peak appears at M2X = M
2
p + t/2 (Fig. 13).
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The smearing of the quasi-elasti D(e, e′γ)pn events by the internal momentum distribution
of the np wavefuntion of the deuteron is less than our experimental resolution. Thus our
isolation of the D(e, e′γ)pn hannel from the inelasti D(e, e′γ)NNπ hannel is only slightly
degraded ompared to the identiation of the H(e, e′γ)p exlusive hannel.
In a Quasi-Free (QF) model, the neutron DVCS ross setion an be obtained from the
following subtration:
d5σ(~en→ e′γn) =d5σ(~eD → e′γnp)− d5σ(~ep→ e′γp) (B1)
All observables on the neutron have the same form as for the proton. Using isospin symmetry,
the neutron observables interhange the role of up and down quarks. Whereas the proton
ross setions are four times more sensitive to up than down quarks, the reverse is true for
the neutron. As a onsequene, based on the forward parton limits of the GPDs and the
Form Fator onstraints of the rst moments of the GPDs, we expet the neutron observable
CI to be dominated by the GPD E.
In Fig. 13, we show the heliity orrelated statistis in three zones in missing mass of the
'neutron' spetrum of Eq. B1. We note that the signal obtained in the 'NN-oherent' region
M2X < 0.6 GeV
2
is of opposite sign from the signal in the Quasi-Free region near M2X =M
2
.
We expet to prepare a separate proposal for D(e, e′γ) measurements for the next 12
GeV PAC. We expet the Deuterium proposal to inlude a subset of the present kinematis.
We would propose to run the two experiments onurrently, with alternating sequenes of
Hydrogen and Deuterium data taking, to minimize systemati errors.
2. Reoil Polarimetry
A full DVCS program requires proton polarization measurements. and detetion of nu-
lear reoils in oherent A(e, eγA) DVCS reations. The single- and double-spin observables
of proton reoil polarization in ~ep→ e′~pγ and funtionally equivalent to the observables for
polarized targets: ~e~p→ e′pγ (D. Müller, private ommuniation 2006). We are working on
a oneptual design for a large aeptane reoil polarimeter. With an analyzer of 7 m
C, we an ahieve a Figure of Merit ≥ 0.005 (sattering probability times analyzing power
squared) for pp > 550 MeV/. This ould measure both longitudinal and transverse reoil
proton polarization in DVCS. This would operate in an axial magneti eld at high lumi-
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Full regionNN coherent Neutron QF
Figure 13: Top: Missing mass distribution of E03-106 D(e, e′γ)X events, after subtrating a
normalized ensemble of H(e, e′γ)X events. The kinematis are Q2 = 1.9 GeV2, xBj = 0.36, and
〈t〉 = −0.3 GeV2. The missing mass is alulated for N(e, e′γ)N kinematis. Thus the quasi-free
n(e, e′γ)n peak appears at M2X = M
2
and and the oherent D(e, e′γ)D peak is broadened by the
t-aeptane of the events, and appears at M2X = M
2 + t/2. In the region M2X > M
2 + t/2, there
an also be a ontribution from D(e, e′γ)np on high momentum orrelations in the initial state
of the Deuteron ('NN -Coherent'). The urves are a two-gaussian t, with the relative positions
onstrained to t/2. The bottom three plots show the heliity weighted statistis N(+) −N(−) in
the three missing mass regions: 0.0 < M2X < 0.6 GeV
2
(left); 0.0 < M2X < 1.15 GeV
2
(enter);
and 0.9 < M2X < 1.15 GeV
2
(right). The 'NN -oherent' and 'Quasi-Free Neutron' regions have
opposite asymmetry.
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nosity in Hall A, in onjuntion with the equipment of this proposal. We intend to have a
proposal ready for PAC 32. (Summer 2007).
